
 
 

 

Dear Clients and Friends, 

 

 

We have weathered some incredible times these last eighteen months and while we are not out of 

the woods, investors and the markets are slowly coming to grips with the reality that the financial 

world will not be the same for quite some time. There are still wildly divergent opinions as to 

whether the markets have seen their lows. Regardless the overall sentiment is slowly turning 

more positive. 

 

In these turbulent times it seems impossible to avoid the media, talking-heads and other so called 

experts „prognosticating‟ over the direction of the market. I have always marveled at how many 

self-proclaimed „experts‟ come out of their shells at market tops and bottoms. For better or for 

worse it is human nature to be attracted to those who express an opinion forcibly and 

confidently. Moreover we are most vulnerable to being influenced by such opinions whenever 

fear or greed dominates our thinking. 

 

We are clearly in one of those unique periods of vulnerability right now. I made a decision long 

ago that in order for our firm to be most effective for the clients we have the privilege to serve, 

we need to be strategic and disciplined. This is all about having an investment plan and having 

the discipline to stick to it, even though the last 18 months have been as uncomfortable a time as 

I have ever known. One of the most respected investors with whom we work, and a leading 

thinker in the field of the investment markets, is Dr. William Breen, Chairman Emeritus of the 

Finance Department at the Kellogg School of Business at Northwestern. He had a firm known as 

“Disciplined Investment Advisors” and their motto was “Invest without Emotion”! He reminds 

me today how easy it is to talk about being disciplined and unemotional in the abstract, but how 

difficult it is in reality.  

 

The uncertain financial outlook also highlights the importance of teaching the next generation 

about how to manage money. As many of you know this is an area close to my heart. I teach a 

course to 12
th

 Graders at Pace Academy on “Money & Finance”. It is incredibly rewarding, both 

in terms of making a difference in a young person‟s life and also in terms of gaining insights into 

the way families and especially children think about money. As an extension of this course we 

will be holding a week‟s summer program at Cambridge University this coming July. Those of 

you who think I will be taking a long vacation now know otherwise! If you would like to know 

more about this program I would be happy to send you an outline. 

 

So what has the economy thrown our way over the first quarter of 2009? The first two months of 

the year appeared to be a repeat of the last quarter of 2008 - no good news and an extremely 

bearish sentiment governing the global equity markets. Then came March and we witnessed one 
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of the largest monthly increases on record. The first quarter still ended in negative territory with 

the S&P 500 returning -11%, the Russell 2000 -15% and the MSCI EAFE Index -14%. It is 

worth noting, however, that in the thirty days since the low set on March 9
th

 the S&P 500 has 

rebounded around 26% and the Russell 2000 36%.  

 

We seem to be seeing some improvement in expectations for the broad markets even though the 

headline news still reports record job losses, bankruptcies and problems in many areas of the 

economy. There are still some major concerns including consumer debt, credit default swaps and 

whether the trillions committed by the government will provide any long lasting benefits. 

Congress, the Treasury and the Federal Reserve appear to have taken all the actions they know to 

take, even though there is a risk it will be at the cost of our standard of living and that of our 

children. Time will tell. 

Jeremy Grantham, another respected and long term stock market investor writes in an article 

entitled “Reinvesting When Terrified” about the importance of a “battle plan”:  

“It is both painful and career risky to part with your increasingly beloved cash.....as this crisis 

climaxes, formerly reasonable people will start to predict the end of the world, armed with 

terrifying and accurate data that will serve to reinforce the wisdom of your caution. Every 

decline will enhance the beauty of your cash until, as some of us experienced in 1974, „terminal 

paralysis‟ sets in. Those who were over invested will be catatonic and just sit and pray. Those 

few who look brilliant, oozing cash, will not want to easily give up on their brilliance. So almost 

everyone is watching and waiting with their inertia beginning to set like concrete. Typically, 

those with a lot of cash will miss a very large chunk of the market recovery. There is only one 

cure for terminal paralysis: you must have a battle plan for reinvestment and stick to it......what I 

recommend is a few large steps, not many small ones.....Finally, be aware that the market does 

not turn when it sees light at the end of the tunnel. It turns when all looks black, but just a subtle 

shade less black than the day before”. 

While no one is sure that stocks have reached their final lows I remain optimistic that over a 

reasonable time frame the patient investor will be well rewarded by following the strategy of 

developing a sound investment plan and sticking with it over the long term. 

 

With best wishes, 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please also find enclosed a copy of our Privacy Statement, which we are required to send to you on an annual basis. 

Pursuant to Rule 204-3 of the Investment Advisor Act of 1940, we would be pleased to provide you with a copy of our ADV Part 

II, upon request to Nicholas Hoffman & Company, LLC. 




